
DAVE WILKINSON

Success and Tragedy on Haramosh 11

(Plates 30-32)

W e relaxed happily in our tents in the afternoon sun, dozing and drink
ing endless mugs of tea. We had just returned from the 6666m sum

mit of Haramosh 1I, to our high camp at 5700m, tired but content after the
day's efforts, and felt we had a right to be. We had dragged our weary
selves up the top thousand metres of our mountain, and staggered down
again, and our two friends were about to join us. We had been able to see
them for over an hour; they had now passed from sight behind a bump in
the ridge above the tents, but we could hear the sound of their voices as
they got closer. 'We' were myself, Brian Davison and Colin Wells, and
'our friends' were Paul Nunn and Geoff Tier.

The whole trip epitomised the continuity of repeated visits to a major
mountain range. The previous summer, Brian and I had stood on the
summit of a small peak above the Garumbar glacier, and had gazed in
wonder at a mountain to the south. It was a pointed summit of snow and
ice shining white in the sun against a clear blue sky, like a fantasy picture
from a children's book of fairy tales; and so our plans germinated for the
following summer. One thing leads to another.

Later study of maps identified our dream mountain as Haramosh 1I.
Michael Westmacott consulted the Alpine Club's Himalayan Index for us.
This showed no ascent and only one previous attempt, by a Japanese party
in 1989. A single short paragraph in the American Alpine Journal informed
us that they had reached 5200m on the NW ridge, where they turned back
owing to bad weather. Our view and photos showed the NW side of the
mountain, but no ridge, only a shallow line of spurs. Presumably this was
the line of their attempt. We could see the upper three-quarters or so of the
line, and this looked feasible; but often, on lower peaks in the Karakoram
region, getting off the glacier can be the hardest and most dangerous part,
with a choice between suicidal couloirs or steep buttresses of rotten rock.
The lower part of Haramosh II was hidden from our view by an intervening
ridge. The Japanese had apparently got started on the route, so it must be
possible. But from a kamikaze team, that might not mean safe. Ours would
be a speculative exploratory attempt.

Later on, we enrolled Paul, Geoff and Colin, who shared our pioneering
instincts, and we flew to Pakistan in early July.
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The above sketch map is based on Jerzy Wala's Orographical Sketch Map
of the Karakoram, published in 1990 by the Swiss Foundation for Alpine
Research, Zurich. Haramosh 11 should not be confused with the nearby
Mani Peak, 6685m. which was referred to incorrectly as Haramosh 11 in
The Last Blue Mountain by Ralph Barker (Chatto & Windus, 1959) and
also by a recent obituarist. Mani Peak is a different mountain, lying
midway between Haramosh I and Haramosh 11.



30. Haramosh D, 6666m, on the horizon (R), seen from the north. (Dove Wilkinson) (P85)

31. Brian Davison and Colin Wells on the final ridge of Haramosh D. (Dove Wilkinson) (P85)
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A month later, I lounged back in the top camp, sipping my umpteenth
brew, feeling like a lump of partially reconstituted instant mash. I heard
sounds from the other tent, Brian's stove purring yet again: tea for the lads.
This had been a good expedition. Unlike many better-funded trips nowa
days, we had done it all by ourselves, with no 'tour operators' or 'trekking
agents' to buy our supplies, organise our transport, hire our porters, and
empty our wallets.

While Geoff and I, the advance party, were hassling with the organisa
tion in Rawalpindi, we were approached by a plausible character, Ghulam
Nabi, touting for work as a head porter. A good head porter is, of course,
well worth his salt, in saving porter overcharging and other bother; a bad
one is worse than useless. So, was this one good or bad? While we were thus
contemplating the unknown, the others arrived in town, and Paul and
Nabi greeted each other as old and trusted friends with a mighty bear hug.
We had found our head porter.

We had decided to approach our mountain via the Chogo Lungma
glacier. A quicker but less straightforward approach would have been pos
sible from Sassi in the Indus valley over the Haramosh La. In spite of
being shorter and potentially cheaper in porters' wages, we rejected this
alternative because of the problems with weather and stonefall which the
pass (c4900m) might have posed. We left Skardu by jeep early on II July,
arriving at the village of Doko that afternoon. Our walk-in started from
here. With our 24 porters we reached the last village, Arandu, in a day and
then took a further three days up the Chogo Lungma glacier to our Base
Camp at the junction with the Haramosh glacier. Most of this walk was in
beautiful ablation valleys by the glacier's north edge, through woods and
cattle-pastures. But our Base Camp was among rubble heaps on the gla
cier itself, there being no convenient alternative. The weather had been
perfect on the walk-in, allowing us a view of our mountain. The NW side
of Haramosh II looked distinctly climbable, but not specially safe except
by the line we had spotted. The previously concealed start appeared to be
no harder or riskier then the rest of our proposed route.

We had virtually done the route already in our heads, but before we could
try it in reality, the weather took a turn, with rain and snow for ten days.
Suspension of animation was needed. I was fortunate to share a Base Camp
tent with Paul. This did not give me a relaxing period of stasis, but an
interesting one. His convoluted arguments and credibility-stretching
opinions were, as always, a bizarre mixture of mental stimulation and
infuriating drain on patience. This was a trying period of waiting, enlivened
towards the end by our home-brewed beer reaching the state of 'drinkable'
Gust about), and by a few Rum-Doodlish incidents.

One of these was a bit of 'reverse portering'. We had carried some food
and tents up the glacier; two days later, we were annoyed to find them at
another, much lower place. Back at Base Camp we found out that there
were some outsiders trespassing in the valley. A group of men from Sassi,
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a village in the Indus valley, had crossed the Haramosh La, a 4900m pass,
looking for gems - a popular pastime with the villagers in the region since
the government had relaxed its prospecting laws. This seems to be the local
equivalent of our national lottery; you may be unlucky and get nothing
but, just as likely, you could find a semi-precious amethyst or garnet
(rather like recouping lottery stakes with a £1 0 prize). Then there was the
dream of a jackpot - finding a big emerald would make them rich beyond
their comprehension. These men had found our gear, and imagining it to
have been abandoned by a previous year's trip, they claimed it as fair swag
and carried it down to take home later. But lower down the glacier they
found a bigger dump of ours, realised their mistake, and left it there. We
were glad of this relative honesty.

During the bad spell, they were stranded by the weather, and could not
return over the pass because of the snow, nor retreat down the valley past
their tribal enemies from this side. They were dependent on their limited
means and ability to live off the land. They were too proud to beg food and
shelter from us, nor had we the resollrces to give them much. We spared
them a brew or two and a drop of paraffin to light their fires of damp dwarf
willow. They had a gun, and shot an ibex to survive. As conciliation for
moving our things, they gave us three days' supply of the meat - a delicious
and welcome variation to our diet. This generous gesture may have been
altruistic, but later on we heard a story which offered a more cynical and
perhaps a more realistic explanation. A few years ago, an expedition's base
camp had been looted in their absence, with much money stolen. The Sassi
men were strongly suspected. The police visited them and made inquiries
but no individual suspects emerged, so every man in the village was beaten
up by the police. They did not want that to happen again.

One afternoon the weather relented and the mountains reappeared cov
ered afresh with white. Paul and I looked up at them through a drunken
haze and reflected beerily that, the highest ones excepted, the majority of
mountains in the Karakoram were still unclimbed. Next morning, intent
on reducing that majority, we all trudged back up the glacier, through the
fresh snow, to our Advanced Base Camp.

We found that our cached food had been seriously ravened. These big
black birds are a menace in this region, and one we had overlooked. They
have huge appetites, cheek to match, and beaks with the pecking power to

make short work of our several layers of cardboard, polythene and sack
cloth. The only foods to survive intact were the tinned, and that buried
under rocky cairns. But we could bring more up next time, for we had no
intention of completing the route this time. The 2000m to the top were too
much for our fitness and acclimatisation to take. Next day, Brian, Colin
and I did a reconnaissance and food carry a quarter of the way up the
route. Paul and Geoff were not well and stayed behind, Paul with a cold
and Geoff with indigestion and vomiting. Their indisposition directly
contributed to the chain of events that followed.



32. Camp I at c5700m. The fatal serac is at extreme top left. (Dove Wilkinson) (P85)
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My day-dreaming changed to more recent days. What a trip! After all
the usual expedition hassles, we had succeeded - all of us had got to the
top. In my smug, dozy sort of state, I had forgotten that such self-congratu
lations are out of order until you get back down. And an interesting route
it had been, in a not too technical exploratory sort of way. Our face looked
rather like Mont Blanc's Brenva face, with plenty of dangerously precari
ous seracs. As with its Alpine lookalike, this face had a relatively safe line
following a disjointed spur which avoided all the danger ... well, most of it.
But unlike the east-facing Brenva face, our route faced west. This was a
safe feature - the sun did not hit it until later in the day, giving ample time
to get out of the way of any potential snow avalanches or rockfall. Serac
fall is a different matter and can happen at any time of day or night. But
our line was safe from serac fall ... except for one short section in the corri
dor just above our top camp. Here, we had to run the gauntlet under some
fairly innocuous-looking ice cliffs, which had not fallen while we had been
around to watch. The climbing was also reminiscent of the Brenva face.
The standard was no harder than Scottish winter Grade Ill. We only roped
up where bergschrunds and crevasses threatened non-climbing crust-break
ing falls to their icy subterranean depths. Otherwise, we made it safer by
climbing unroped.

Having missed the earlier sortie onto the route, Paul and Geoff were a
little less well acclimatised; so we divided into separate groups of three
and two. Our team of three arrived in time for a leisurely lunch, at a com
fortable camp site on a level bit of ridge about halfway up the route. Later
in the afternoon, the weather closed in and snow started to fall. I had been
especially keen to save weight, and persuaded the others to manage with
only a very small two-man tent between the three of us: my Gemini. The
extra man could sleep in a Gore-Tex bivvy-bag. Now that it had started
snowing, the sleeping arrangements were finalised. A vote was taken on
who should use the bivvy-bag - and no surprise who lost!

When I got settled down, I discovered to my cost that Brian's 'Gore-Tex'
bag was not really Gore-Tex after all, but some cheapo imitation material,
which may be good enough for clothing, but not for sleeping in. The water
vapour was transmitted not through pores, but chemically. This meant
that it did transmit water vapour effectively enough, but unlike the real
Gore-Tex, it was actually airtight, so complete enclosure to keep out the
swirling powder snow also caused suffocation. Meanwhile Paul and Geoff
arrived and settled down in their even smaller tent. At least I was able to
lie down within easy brew-grabbing range of the tents (both of them!), so
was well catered for. I managed to arrange a tiny opening in the bivvy-bag
to enable me to breath without allowing too much snow in, but I still got a
very cold mouth.

The weather cleared up the following afternoon, and we enjoyed some
pleasant sunshine. As the sun set, the stars came out, so we settled down
early and set the alarm for 1O.30pm. Well recuperated after our enforced
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rest day, we decide to blitz to the top and back in one day, the extra altitude
being offset by light sacks. We left camp at midnight in the same teams of
three and two. A bump in the ridge above the camp was followed by a
short descent to a col. Above this, the ridge soon petered out into a short
slope forming a corridor beneath small seracs. These were the sort of
seracs one would hurry under on many a standard route in the Alps with
only a minor tightening of the guts. We had seen nothing fall here, in all
our scrutiny. A bergschrund led to a gangway slanting rightwards to
safety. Another bergschrund and a SO-degree slope led to the long upper
part of the mountain which lay back at an easier angle. As daylight drew
in, so did the weather, but limited itself to light snow showers. We were
now snow-plodding, zigzagging round small ice cliffs and over yet more
bergschrunds. This was tiring going; the big snow dump of the previous
fortnight was only part-settled, and gave us a few worrying moments with
creaking noises and a small wind-slab slide which nearly took Brian with
it. We alternated the trail-breaking lead, the shifts becoming shorter and
shorter as we tired. A corniced rid~ then led to a flat place. Across this, a
snowy bump with a sharp-ridged top was the summit, which was reached
at about lOam.

We waited for the weather to clear and give us the hoped-for panoramas
of K2, Nanga Parbat, etc, but we waited in vain. The best we got were
snatched glimpses of nearby cloud-enveloped mountains such as
Haramosh I and Laila and sufficient views downwards in all directions to
convince us that we were actually on the summit. Creeping cold encour
aged us to descend. After twenty minutes, we met Geoff and Paul on their
upward trudge, and stopped for a brief chat. Geoff was cheerful when we
told him 'only an hour to go'. He said he didn't mind if he didn't get to the
top, as we three had done the job, but we insisted that the other two should
also go on to the summit. Paul was uncharacteristically quiet, and had his
grimly determined look.

Our team of three got back to Camp I at about 3pm, and the great brew
ing commenced. The weather was rather clearer down here, and soon the
others appeared below the skyline following our tracks. They must have
reached the top about midday. The snow was softening in the sun, and they
climbed down slowly but surely. We were content, dozing in the tents,
periodically looking out to see their progress. In spite of the unfavourable
weather, we had reconnoitered and climbed an impressive and previously
unknown mountain, but our smugness was soon to end.

Paul and Geoff would now surely have reached the corridor. They would
take only a few minutes to get past this danger zone, and they would be
safely with us. Then we could all look forward to a relaxing homeward
journey.

My reverie was shattered by a loud crash: another serac breaking off.
Presumably, one of the usual ones to left or right. Brian was first to pop his
head out:
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'This looks like the one over the route.'
As the noise died away, our friends' voices did not start again. We snapped

out of our complacency, and rushed up the ridge to where we could see.
There was no sound or sight of them, just a chaos of massive jumbled
blocks of ice, and a deathly quiet. We shouted their names but the mountain
mocked us with its inhuman silence. We stood speechless, unable for some
minutes to fully believe the obvious truth. We had to face the awful reality
that we could do nothing at all to help them. But at least their end would
have been rapid with such a weight of debris burying them; and this was a
fitting grave, high on a wild and remote mountain.

The three survivors were then stranded by snowy weather for two more
days at this top camp, before we could escape back down and start the long,
sad homeward journey. For the next two weeks my morning awaken
ings were plagued by a strange half-disbelief. In my semi-awakened state,
I found difficulty in knowing whether this had really happened, or was it a
nightmare? Only later, when I was completely conscious, was I able to
recapture and accept the dreadful truth.

Now, after some lapse of time, I can look back a little more dispassion
ately. My dead friends were two of the best you could wish for, and their
loss is inconsolable. But, unlike some types of climbing, big mountains
have not been made safe by technology; they remain an adventure. We
would not wish it otherwise. Paul and Geoff were intelligent men; they
knew the risks, and accepted them as part of something they loved. So, sad
though we are, we also must accept the consequences of their adventuring.

Summary: The British Haramosh Il Expedition 1995 made the first ascent
of Haramosh Il, 6666m, Karakoram, on 6 August. Route: NW Face/Spur,
2000m, two days' climbing, grade Alpine D. The summit was reached by
all five members of the expedition: Brian Davison, Colin Wells, Dave
Wilkinson, Paul Nunn, Geoff Tier. Nunn and Tier were killed by serac fall
later on the same day while descending just above the top camp.
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